High School Supply List

Expedition & General Supplies:
- 1.5 inch, 3-ring binder with a set of dividers or other organizational system
- Notebooks for classroom note-taking (regular 8.5 x 11 size)
- Pens and pencils
- Highlighter
- 2 Waterproof art markers: fine and medium tip
- Planner (to be used in all of your classes-optional)
- HS Students are required to bring a laptop with internet connectivity on a daily basis.

Art (If you intend to request an art class)
- (1) Sketchbook: I recommend Pentalic's hardbound Sketch Book which has 70lb. paper, 110 sheets, 8” x 5.5”.
- (1) Set of pencils (8B - 4H) A kit with 8 pencils will suffice.
- (1) Small pencil sharpener
- (1) Kneaded eraser
- (1) Plastic eraser
- (1) Small set of colored pencils (6-12 pencils)
- (1-2) ballpoint pen (blue or black)
- (2-3) felt tip markers (black). Try different widths.
- (1) A case or container for your drawing supplies.